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House Republicans Proposed Reauthorization of NCLB
FARRAH LUU
Staff Writer
Recently, House Republicans proposed
a piece of legislation to reauthorize the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(ESEA). New data provided by the U.S.
Department of Education shows that this
reauthorization could mean over $3 billion
less in federal funding for 33 of the largest
school districts with high populations of
black and Hispanic students.
According to the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development
(ASCD), ESEA was brought into law in
1965 by President Lyndon Baines Johnson.
ESEA was meant to assist districts serving low-income students through federal
grants and scholarships. In 2002, former
president George W. Bush revised ESEA,
now commonly known as the No Child
Left Behind Act (NCLB).
NCLB was supposed to be reauthorized
in 2007. Now eight years later, Congress
and the administration agrees NCLB needs
revision, according to ASCD. On Jan. 12,
U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan
gave a speech at Seaton Elementary School
in Washington D.C., where he called on
Congress to make a law to improve access
to all children while making advances for
equality.
“[This bill] is certainly not okay. America is about equal rights and all students
are the basis for our country’s future. You
can’t just ignore them,” freshman Katherine Gong said.

However, House Republicans propose
the exact opposite of what Secretary Duncan hoped for. According to the National
Association of Secondary School Principals (NASSP), the proposed
bill

locks
funding, at
sequestration
levels or
the cancellation
of
budgetary resources, allowing states
the freedom
to divert their
money toward
wealthier school districts.
According to the U.S. Department of
Education, if the reauthorization of NCLB
is passed, it would deny resources to the
students and teachers who need it most.
School districts that have poverty levels of
more than 25 percent could lose $700 million in funding, while wealthier districts
could gain $470 million. School districts

Negotiations Continue for UC Funding
REBECCA ZENG
Staff Writer
On Nov. 18, 2014, University of California (UC) president Janet Napolitano proposed a tuition hike that would affect students
enrolling in 2015. This was based on her request for increased
state funding, which was to be negotiated between Napolitano
and Governor Jerry Brown. However, as a result of the ongoing
negotiations, on Feb. 18, Napolitano announced her decision to
postpone the tuition hike until the fall of 2015, which will allow
summer quarter UC students to enroll without the heightened tuition fee.
“I’m mad about the tuition fee increase proposal, because if
[Napolitano] does raise the tuition, the class of 2015 will have
to pay more. Even with FAFSA and Cal Grant, we will not have
enough to pay tuition [and] other fees such as housing [...] and
books.” senior Helen Thang said.
Currently, Brown and Napolitano are discussing a compromise.
According to the New York Times, the UC Board of Regents has
given Napolitano the permission to raise the tuition fee up to five
percent if the state decides not to increase funding for the UC
schools. According to Yahoo News, $100 million in state funding
is needed to eliminate the tuition fee hike completely. Napolitano
cited the need for the continuation of academic excellence and
students’ access to classes. according to the Los Angeles Times.
Brown’s request in the negotiations is that Napolitano will not
increase the tuition fee after the UCs are given state funding.
However, some UC students believe that even with the tuition
fee increase, UC schools will not pursue higher quality education, according to Los Angeles Times. In addition, students raised
the point that UC schools should be lowering tuition, not raising
it. Prior to the tuition hike postponement, there were several incidents of protesting by students at UC Santa Cruz, UC Berkeley,
UC Los Angeles and UC Irvine. These protests included class
walkouts and marches. Collectively, these protests were called
the 96 Hours of Action and included protests against tuition fee
hikes, according to The Daily Californian.
Overall, the UC tuition hike has been postponed for the summer semester, but Napolitano and Brown are still in negotiations
about the tuition fee in accordance with state funding.

with high-poverty concentrations could
possibly see cuts of up to 74 percent.
According to the U.S. Department of
Education, 10 out of the 100 largest school
districts which
serve
high
concentrations
of black
students
c o u l d
lose a total of more
than
$1.3
billion
in
federal
funding.
In addition, 20
of the
largest
school
districts
which serve
a large percentage of Hispanic students
could lose more than $1.9 billion.
According to the U.S. Department of
Education, one district that could be affected by this law is the Los Angeles Unified School District, which has a 74 percent
Hispanic population. They risk losing $782
million in federal funding if the proposed
reauthorization passes.

“I believe everyone should be able to
get the education they deserve. We are
the leaders for the future,” freshman Edith
Garcia said.
The proposed bill also takes away the
guarantee that federal funding will actually reach the classrooms. According to the
U.S. Department of Education, the reauthorization of NCLB does not support taxpayers. It sends tens of billions of dollars
go to states, schools and districts without
giving the reassurance that the money will
help improve students’ education.
“I do not think it is beneficial when [the
reauthorization] defeats the purpose of
why the program was established. It literally leaves students behind,” sophomore
Sara Castro said.
However, the proposed reauthorization
does remove the “one-size-fits-all” description that came along with NCLB, according to the National Association of Elementary School Principals. The proposed
legislation also includes extended-year
graduation rates, helping those who did not
graduate high school while encouraging
schools to help re-engage struggling students, according to NASSP.
“Without equal opportunities regardless
of race, background and appearance, we
are not giving people a chance to break
their confinement in society’s stereotypical expectations. It is not beneficial in any
way, and instead of improvement, all we
will find are even more complications,”
sophomore Kyle Eng said.
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Future Business Leaders Head to State
DENISE TIEU
News Editor

ing second for Entrepreneurship; Sharleen Mock and
Moon Li placing third for Management Decision
Making and Rosa Zheng placing third and Crystal
Every year, AHS’ Future Business Leaders of Amer- Ho placing fourth for Personal Finance. Members
ica (FBLA) attends the Section Conference at Six who did not place will still be able to attend events
Flags Magic Mountain. FBLA members compete in a held at SLC.
variety of business-related topics, including Account“I personally feel shocked and excited for making
ing, Management Decision Making and Securities [it] into state. I [have] always liked business though
and Investments. This year, the Section Conference did not have time to join FBLA until this year,”
took place
Zhong said.
on Feb. 28
“I am proud
and competthat I can
itors were
enter [SLC]
tested
on
with my feltheir knowllow
teamedge of their
mates; they
respective
are all very
topics with
brilliant and
a one-hourintelligent
long objecindividuals
tive test that
and getting
consisted
to know each
of 100 mulof them [is]
tiple choice
another great
READY FOR STATE AHS FBLA state qualifiers: Sharon Chou, Cindy Luo,
questions.
experience in
“I am very Kylileo Zhong, Crystal Ho, Rosa Zheng, Moon Li and Sharleen Mock.
FBLA.”
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proud of all
F B L A’ s
the
memupcoming
bers for trying their best [in their] sections whether and last competition of the year will be the SLC held
they placed or not. It takes a great deal to wake up in Santa Clara from April 9 -12.
early in the morning and commit to academic venFBLA members are preparing for SLC by holding
tures despite the bad weather we encountered. A lot study sessions in adviser Susan Trumpower’s room,
[of] girls walked through the venue in heels when it studying from sample test materials and books, onwas pouring late at night, but [they] kept a positive line resources and additional books provided by
energy,” FBLA president Alison Lu said.
bookroom clerk Mandy Hubner.
FBLA members who placed fifth or above quali“It’s going to be a grueling and arduous four days
fied for the State Leadership Conference (SLC). at the state competition. We have to make the most
Around 44 members from AHS competed, with of it and make sure our efforts won’t go to waste,”
Kylileo Zhong, Sharon Chou and Cindy Luo plac- Mock said.

